A Quasi Birth-and-Death model for tumor recurrence.
A major cause of chemoresistance and recurrence in tumors is the presence of dormant tumor foci that survive chemotherapy and can eventually transition to active growth to regenerate the cancer. In this paper, we propose a Quasi Birth-and-Death (QBD) model for the dynamics of tumor growth and recurrence/remission of the cancer. Starting from a discrete-state master equation that describes the time-dependent transition probabilities between states with different numbers of dormant and active tumor foci, we develop a framework based on a continuum-limit approach to determine the time-dependent probability that an undetectable residual tumor will become large enough to be detectable. We derive an exact formula for the probability of recurrence at large times and show that it displays a phase transition as a function of the ratio of the death rate μA of an active tumor focus to its doubling rate λ. We also derive forward and backward Kolmogorov equations for the transition probability density in the continuum limit and, using a first-passage time formalism, we obtain a drift-diffusion equation for the mean recurrence time and solve it analytically to leading order for a large detectable tumor size N. We show that simulations of the discrete-state model agree with the analytical results, except for O(1/N) corrections. As an example of the use of our model in a clinical setting, we show that a range of model parameters can fit Kaplan-Meier recurrence-free survival data for ovarian cancer. Finally, we show in simulations that extending the duration of chemotherapy increases both the mean recurrence time and the asymptotic (large-time) probability of no recurrence. Our results should be useful in planning optimized chemotherapy dosing and duration for cancer treatment, especially in cancer types for which no targeted therapy is available.